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The people on the scene felt the majestic breath of the elder’s blood for the first time.
They almost didn’t even think about it, so they drew aside.
Almost everyone in the audience had seen the blood pressure of the Dugu Hongshi.
Very tyrannical.
And there is a kind of unreasonable arrogance in the middle!
This is the ancient Hongshi!
It was born alone!
The elder was angry for a reason.
This Wiliam is too much.
Everyone offered such good terms, and he didn’t agree to it right away.
Instead, they chose to announce the announcement the next day.
Okay, everyone has been waiting for a day.
But what is the result after waiting?
Jinyu volley?
A little-known sect.
Let alone compare with Jiuzong.
Even if compared with the Hero of Canglang, it is simply incomparable.
The era of Song Hanyu’s double pride has long passed.
Jinyu volley has long since fallen.
Wiliam’s eyes flickered when he saw that the elder was actually showing his bloody energy.
Coming, just right!
He was in the blood and energy, his hair and clothes were windless, and he was hunting.
The people at the scene watched this scene jokingly.

Next, this kid has good fruit to eat.
Dugu Hongshi’s blood and energy is not so pleasant.
People who are in the blood and vitality, if the strength is not as good as the elders, they will weaken
their legs and kneel directly on the ground, surrendering to the arrogance of Hongshi.
Zhongzhi frothed on the face and suffered a nervous breakdown.
Who makes this kid tease everyone.
Wu Qixiong and the elder Qijian covering the sky showed meaningful smiles.
Okay, it’s just time.
I don’t even think that the Dugu Hongshi’s person has taken action, who will let this kid not know how
to praise.
I really hope he can die directly under the blood pressure of the elders.
This is also considered a sigh of relief.
However, a minute passed.
The expressions of the people at the scene gradually froze from the jokes they had before.
Something is wrong.
It’s been a minute.
For normal people, it can’t last a minute at all.
And even if he barely held it, at least his face would be very ugly.
But now Wiliam, with the exception of his clothes and hair without wind, his face is as usual, as if the
palpitation of blood is just a breeze, which is refreshing.
This is so wrong!
Even the elders of Dugu Hongshi found that the situation was not quite right.
Although he exerts pressure like Wiliam, he still thinks of the upright character of the celebrity, so he
has no effort to do it, just to teach him an unforgettable lesson.
But I didn’t expect this kid to hold on!
Moreover, this feeling is different from anyone who has played against each other in the past.
After fighting against ordinary people, after his own blood is pressed out, he can clearly perceive the
situation of the opponent’s body.
It can even be judged when the opponent will be overwhelmed.

Even if the opponent releases his energy to contend, he can clearly know that he and the opponent
are wrestling between two different forces.
But now, there is no such feeling at all!
Wiliam was like an endless abyss in front of him!
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The pressure of his own energy on his body did not arouse any resistance from the other party at all!
In other words, Wiliam completely let go to put pressure on himself!
Where is this kid’s confidence!
And the most important thing is that his energy, pressed on him, seemed to disappear without a trace,
completely without the arrogance and dominance of the usual Hongshi bloodline.
But a little docile?
This is too weird!
The elder thought that he was soft-hearted and didn’t have to do his best to do this.
He looked at everyone’s expressions becoming weird, and his heart became anxious!
The dignified elder of the lonely lion, took the initiative to teach a kid, and he was still in front of
everyone.
As a result, nothing happened, which is too slapped!
Therefore, the elder snorted coldly, and the coercion reappeared!
“Boy, dare to fight me fearlessly! Looking for death!” He hummed coldly.
But in the words, there is a little bit of unconfidence.
Because anyone with a discerning eye could tell, Wiliam seemed to be rebellious at all, and resigned.
Especially the lady of food color Su Hongxiu, the look in Wiliam’s eyes became even hotter.
As the lord of a sect, and she has the beauty of the country, what kind of man hasn’t seen it?
But this little fresh meat, standing so faintly in front of her, gave her a feeling of spring breeze and
heavy weight.
This kind of temperament is very mysterious, very opposite, but it will make people hopelessly
attracted.
Before, Mrs. Shi Se said that she wanted Wiliam to come over to be the master of the village, which
was somewhat joking.

Because she saw that Wiliam was good-looking and strong, which was worth training.
But now, even in front of the elders of the Nine Sects, Wiliam is still so calm, and why is he so calm?
One by one mysterious doubts madly stirred Mrs. Food Color’s playful heart.
Boy, interesting.
Another two minutes passed.
Everyone’s face changed completely.
Even an idiot could tell that Wiliam was unscathed under the bloodline energy that Elder Dugu
Hongshi was most proud of.
Many people start to ask themselves, can they achieve this effect?
Ninety-nine percent of people answered no.
And why is Wiliam?
Even the elder is not calm.
The impossible happened to him like this, and he was a little messy for a while.
Do you want to do it?
Is it right to do it?
It doesn’t meet the temperament of the famous decent sect, especially the head of the nine sects!
But if you don’t do it, your face hurts again.
Can I continue to release the vitality of my blood?
Ninety percent has been used now.
But if he does his best, is this little guy still very calm?
The face seems to hurt even more.
How to break?
Wait online, so anxious!
In fact, this elder usually has a good reputation and is very righteous.
But because of his temper, I just chose to shoot directly.
I’m all right now, I’m stuck in midair, I can’t get up, and there are no steps when I get down.
so awkward.

He began to glance at the people around him involuntarily.
I hope someone who is more sensible will come out and give him a step.
However, the people around are all human beings.
Everyone is either watching the show or someone like Wu Qixiong who is eager for Wiliam to die.
So even if everyone understands the embarrassment of this elder, no one will step up to the next
level.
Just as the elder was about to break the jar, he suddenly met Wiliam’s gaze.
It’s strange to say that the elders had the illusion that they didn’t dare to look at Wiliam last time.
This time the distance is closer, and the feeling is even more obvious.
It’s like a boy with a hairy head is unreasonably suppressing his willful behavior.
How can I feel this way.
At this time, Wiliam spoke.
“Have you played enough?” Wiliam took a step towards the elder as he spoke.
At this step, the elder’s vitality was directly rushed to the ground!
And an aura that made the elder’s heart palpitating, suddenly slowly flowed out of Wiliam’s body!
“Or, if you want to play, I will play with you?”

